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Carly Sanchez, 30s, is a Latina head-spinner with a lethal blend of smarts, grit,

wicked charm, and energy that usually gets what she wants. However, a

lifelong dream to join L.A.P.D. with her famous detective father, Romero, hits

a roadblock when a bullet cripples the iconic investigator in a wheelchair.   

  

Concerned for Carly's safety, Romero blocks her way into the force. Enraged,

Carly bolts to Las Vegas, lands a V.I.P. hostess gig, and learns the ropes as she

caters to billionaire high rollers. Off duty, Carly is lonely and vulnerable, falls

for the wrong guy, marries, and has a son.  

 

Life inside the opulent gambling dens opens Carly's eyes to the underbelly of

super-rich secreted worlds, unaware the experience is a later ace-in-the-hole

for her dream career.   
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Four years later and divorced, Carly, tired of the Vegas scene, returns home to

her East LA roots to begin a fresh life with her son, Carlo, and loquacious

parrot "Pancho." L.A.P.D., still on her mind but out of reach, Carly reluctantly

accepts a tedious insurance job that soon piques her interest when a suspicious

trucking company files a claim over suspicious stolen goods.  

  

Ready for action, Carly meets a headwind from Romero that demands she refer

the case to L.A.P.D. The "ask for" hits a wall like a splattered enchilada.

Romero caves, grudgingly packs heat and rolls aside Carly into a white-collar

crime world.   

  

Romero fumes to take the lead as Carly attacks the case like a hungry dog after

a lost bone. Using disguises and crafty schemes, Carly weaves through tangled

clues that lead to billionaire Simon Forth, heavyweight owner of lucrative

nationwide freight companies. Simon's social calendar includes Hollywood

elites and White House dinners with P.O.T.U.S.  
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Carly uses her connections to swing an invitation to Simon's annual lavish

charity event. Romero poses as Mexico's goldmine owner. The ruse hits paved

dirt when Carly discovers an unlocked safe with enough evidence to fill a

piñata.       

  

Determined to collar Simon, Carly sets a trap with Romero that ends in a blaze

of crossfire with a gang of operatives corning Simon. F.B.I. and S.W.A.T. enter

the fiery scene, and Simon goes down. Carly and Romero "abrazo" (hug) and

disappear into the distance.   

  

Following a two-hour pilot, the F.B.I. hires Carly and Romero as stealth

undercover white-collar crime investigators. The duo later happily celebrates

the partnership, Carly realizes her long-desired dream, and Romero discovers

he still has the "chops" and a renewed life.   
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Footnote: 

2022 statistics - White-collar crimes account for $426 billion to $1.7 trillion.

4,180 prosecutions, 90% go unreported. 

The FBI offers to assist the producers with actual crime histories. 


